Kenyon Writing Center Quick Guide on
Which vs. That

When do you use *which*?

- *Which* is used when you’re writing with non-essential clauses. So, what are non-essential clauses?
  - *Non-essential clauses* are also referred to as non-restrictive or non-defining clauses
  - These clauses do not limit the meaning of the sentence. The meaning of the sentence will not change without the non-essential clause.
  - Example:
    - A paper, *which* has a tight deadline, might be tough to write.
      - A paper might be tough to write.

When do you use *that*?

- *That* is used when you’re writing with essential clauses. So, what are essential clauses?
  - Essential clauses are also referred to as restrictive or defining clauses.
  - These clauses impact the meaning of the sentence. They are thus essential to the sentence’s structure and meaning.
  - Example:
    - This paper *that* has a tight deadline is tough to write.
      - “*That* has a tight deadline” defines the type of paper and is thus essential to the paper’s meaning.

Some points to keep in mind:

- *Which* adds information or context to a sentence.
- *That* refers to specific things.

Resources:

- Purdue OWL [That vs. Which](https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/grammar_charts/that_vs_which.html)
- Grammarly [Which vs. That](https://grammarly.com/blogs/grammar/which-vs-that/)
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